Everyone that exists, has problems.

It's not a shame for anyone to have problems. In fact, this shows that at least one exists. The same goes for opposition etc. Those who don't exist and don't do nothing, the enemy promises, if they are passive and pacifists, they aren't going to have problems. This is a big lie. These people do actually have the biggest problems. Their life, is far from non-problematic.

The universe by definition has its share of negative energy, which it gives to anyone, in the same way that it gives positive energies. The universe gives these things quite 'blindly'. Everyone has a Saturn. Unless these energies are learned to be controlled, or effort is made to offset these, these wreck life.

Many people are good in pretending that everything is fine, and this comes from a very limited awareness. Most people go their life by covering symptoms of their problems, and merely neglecting them. In most cases, issues come back with a vengeance and wreck hard, sometimes, beyond the point of being able to be managed.

From the time one starts existing, there is a polarization in the being of negative and positive energy. There are forces in nature that do in fact, oppose life. Unless these forces are kept in control, life gets wrecked. Nature doesn't really care, as nature acts without much conscience in regards to this.

The development of humans, races, states, what have you, within human civilizations comes down to their ability to actually take the forces, control them, refine them, direct them, or oppose them when necessary. This is done according to development.

Overall, don't feel guilty about problems, or ashamed, and it's better to not run from them as well. We don't need to grow content in their existence, either. Everyone has their life, their existence, and their share of these issues.

Whatever appears must appear as something that is to be solved. We have to fight to improve, evolve and become better, and to strive to become better.

The more power grows, the more problems start becoming lesser and lesser, and then we have to conquer new mountains and new meadows so to say. Every
next mountain, there are other issues that need to be faced, sometimes natural, sometimes artificial, sometimes even non-sense.

One by one step has all great mountains been conquered.

In Spiritual Satanism, not only we have meditation, but also, we have the assistance of our wonderful friends, the Gods. They actually help, guide and support humanity, as it's supposed to be, and as it were from time immemorial, until the programs of negativity and death came to blind Gentiles and isolate them in ignorance. To talk to the Gods in a serious manner, and to be willing to advance and follow through, means that you will advance. This is a two-way street.

Saturn and Jupiter are present in everyone, but Jupiter, who has been a son of Saturn, must eventually win against his own father Cronus (Saturn) that made him very strong by constantly pursuing to destroy him. For many years Jupiter had to hide, because he was weak and frail to face Cronus and defeat him completely. But with diligence and training by the Gods, he managed to grow and eventually overthrow the 'tyranny' of the 'Saturn'.

In the end, Jupiter was the unquestioned victor. He overcame, fought, and won. Being the most able in this fight, he then forced Cronus to let go of his brothers and sisters that have been devoured by him. Cronus let them go after Jupiter fought with him, so they were freed, and together, they abolished these past circumstances and the negative forces (the titans), and built a new ruling circle in the myths.

This is a metaphorical journey of all living beings. Embrace, and walk the path. To fight and overcome problems, is life and is the definition of existence. Peace only comes after war in this case...
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